PAM Seminar Series Spring 2019

02.01.19
Lonnie Berger, Director
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Joint with CPC

02.06.19
Mark Fossett, Professor
Texas A&M
Amber Fox Crowell, Post-Doctoral Researcher
Texas A&M
Joint with CPC

02.27.19
Richard Murphy, Assistant Professor
University of Texas at Austin

03.01.19
Monica Alexander, Assistant Professor
University of Toronto
Joint with CPC

03.06.19
Marianne Wanamaker, Associate Professor
The University of Tennessee Knoxville
Joint with CPC, LE

03.13.19
Trevon Logan, Research Associate
Ohio State University
Joint with CPC, HE

03.20.19
Lars Lefgren, Professor
Brigham Young University

03.27.19
Eleanor Choi, Assistant Professor
Hanyang University

04.10.19
Monica Bell, Associate Professor
Yale University
Joint with CPC

04.17.19
Josh Gottlieb, Associate Professor
University of British Columbia
Joint with HE

04.22.19
Matt Wiswall, Professor
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Joint with CPC, LE

05.03.19
Deborah Carr, Professor
Boston University
Joint with CPC, HE

05.06.19
Ilyana Kuziemko, Assistant Professor
Princeton University
Joint with CPC, LE & PE

Times and locations will be announced at a later date.

*DEPARTMENT CO-SPONSORS*, AE = APPLIED ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT, CPC = CORNELL POPULATION CENTER, CSI = CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF INEQUALITY, DE = DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS; DYSON = DYSON; HE = INSTITUTE ON HEALTH ECONOMICS, HEALTH BEHAVIORS & DISPARITIES; IO = INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION; ISS = INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL SCIENCES; LE = LABOR ECONOMICS; PE = PUBLIC ECONOMICS